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INJ311ALRESULTS OF A FLIGHT INVESTIGATION

OF A GUST-ALLEWM!ION SYSTEM

By Christopher C. =aft, Jr.

A flight investigation of a gust-alleviation system designed to
alleviate normal accelerations in the frequency range from O to 2 cycles
per second has been recently initiated. The system is intended to
improve passenger comfort in flight through turbulent air. Fundamentally,
gust alleviation is accomplished by using trailing-edge wing flaps which
are operated by means of an auto~%ic control system controlled by an
angle-of-attack vane located at the nose of the airplane.

The results indicate that the gust-alleviation system is at least
capable of reducing the normal accelerations due to gusts by 50 percent
at a frequency of 0.6 cycle per second, the natural frequency of the aix-
plane, and by ~ percent at a frequency of 2 cycles per second. The con-
trollability of the airp~e with the gust-alleviation system in operation
is adequate and it is felt that this type of control may result in improved
handling qualities of the airplane.

INTRODUCTION

A theoretical study of some of the methods which can be used to
obtain gust alleviation is ‘presentedin reference 1. ThiS study hS

been continued for the past several years and the results have been
applied to a particular airpbne configuration. (See ref. 2.) These
analytical investigations indicated that alleviation of the normal acceler-
ations of the airp~e cofld be obtatied h the r%e of frequencies which
would be expected to improve passenger comfort, that is, from O to about

2 cycles per second.

Based on the results of these investigations, a light transport air-
plane has-been modified to incorporate the controls necessary for gust
alleviation. Fundamentally, the system uses full-span wing flaps to
maintain constant lift in flight through rou@ air. A portion of the
elevator control is also geared to the flaps in order to adjust the
pitching moment due to flap deflection, a.provision which was previously
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found necessary h the study presented in reference 1. An angle-of-attack
vane located on a boom at the nose of the airplame is used to sense the
variations in gust velocity. Signals from the vane are sup@ied to an .
automtic control system which operates the flap controls in proportion
to the change in angle of attack. The automatic control system is
designed to attenuate sharply the gust inputs at frequencies in the
neighborhood of the airplane structural frequencies in order to prevent
excitation of flutter.

The material presented in this report is intended to familiarize
those interested in gust alleviation with the initial flight-test results
that have been obtained with this system.

DESCKEWION OF GUS’I’-AMEVIATIONSYSTEM

A two-view drawing of the test airplane is presented b figure 1,
and photo~phs of the airplane, angle-of-attack-vane instalhtion, and
the various control srmfaces are presented in figure 2. Pertinent dimen-
sions of the airplane are presented in table I. The original airpla,ne
control surfaces have been modified to incorporate the necessary gust-
alleviation controls. The landing flap of the original airplane has been
split into two sections, and the dimensions of these controls are given
in figure 1. The outboard portion of the flap has been combined with the
aileron to function both as a lateral control and as a gust-alleviation
device by preventing changes in lift due to gusts. This extended flap
span was necessary because flight tests of the original airplane indicated
that the landing flap was relatively ineffective in producing lift and
that a larger flap spanwouldbe required to counteract the changes in
lift that couldbe expected in moderately turbulent air. The entire
~ f~p has been ~ied to a~owmov==t h ~ UP as well-as a down
direction. The elevator of the original airplane has been split into
three sections. The two outboard sections have been geared directly to
the flaps so that a given flap deflection results in a certain deflection
of the atiliary elevators. The primary purpose of these auxiliary ele-
vators is to counteract the pitching moment due to flap deflection.
Also, by proper adjustment of the gearing between the flaps and auxiliary
elevators, it is possible to obtain variations in the static margin of
the gust-alleviated airplane. .

In reference 1 it was pointed out that failure to account for the
effects of ~ts on the tail of the airplane could result in excessive
pitching motions of the airplane. In an effort to offset the effects
of the gusts at the tail, the portion of the flap at the wing root has
been designed so that it can be gesred to the main flap in a manner nec-
essary to produce a downwash which will approximately compensate for the
gust velocity at the tail. Actually, the auxiliary flap has been
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designed so that it can either move with the main flap, remain fixed, or
move in the opposite direction from the main flap. All the flight tests

u
so far have been tie with the auxiliary flap locked in the neutral posi-
tion, but future flight tests should be made with various conibinations
available with the system. It might be noted that the change in downwash
at the tail.due to flap deflection is considerably less with the auxiliary
flap fixed than it would be if the main flap had extended into the wing root

A schematic d&gmn of the gust-sUeviation system is presented in
figure 3. The operation of the gust controls is apparent from this dia-
grsal● Briefly, when the vane encounters a change in angle of attack, an
electrical signal is fed to the smpltiier and, hence, to the variable
displacement pwnp. The pmp causes the flaps to defle~t in order to
oppose the change in lift on the airplane, and at the same time the
auxiliary elevators are deflected in order to counteract the change in
pitthing moment due to fkp deflection. The signal from the vane is then
canceled by the feedback signal produced when the flaps are deflected.
Since the airplane is no longer sensitive to angle-of-attack chamges as
a result of the gust-alleviation system, it becomes impossible to maneuver
the airplane with the normal elevator control. As indicated in,figure 3,
the pilot’s control is also geared electrically to the fkp system.

.
Therefore, when the pilot moves the control, he notonl-y obtains an ele-

=! vator deflection but at the same time a signal calls for a flap deflection
to produce the desired change in angle of attack. The airplane Yesponds
to this flap deflection almost irmnediatelyand then, as the airplane

a pitches because of elevator deflection, the angle-of-attack vane causes
the flaps to return to neutral and the airplame remains at the new angle
of attack called for by the elevator.

The gear
obtaining the
table II.

ratios between the vsrious controls which were used in
flight-test data presented in this report are given in

TEST PROCEDURE AND REDUCTION OF DATA

The flight tests were conducted in clear-air turbulence at an alti-
tude of about 2,500 feet at a-true airspeed of 150 miles per hour. An
effort was rmde to fly the ssme course over the same terrain while
recording the airplane response with both the gust-alleviation system in
operation and with the basic airplane. This operation was done in an

. effort to ‘obtaindata under comparable conditions with the system on and
o off. Howeyer, the method used to analyze the data does not require that

this conditionbe met. The data obtained are presented in time-history
form, as the power spectral.density of the vane angle and normal acceler-

W ation, and as the resultant smplitude ratio of these quantities as a
function of gust frequency. The power spectra were obtainedby using the
electronic smalog analyzer described in reference 3.
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In order to study the controllability of the airplane, pull-up and
hold maneuvers were performed with both the gust-alleviated and basic ati-
plane configurations. These maneuvers were performedby abruptly deflec-
ting the control against a chain stop. The data illustrating these tests
are presented in time-history form. Some general flying was also done to
evaluate the flying qualities with the gust-alleviation system in operation.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In order to show the general effects of the gust-alleviation system
in flight through turbulent air, typical time histories of some of the
measured quantities for the basic airplane and the gust-alleviated air-
plane are presented in figure 4. These data were obtained through
approximately the ssme region of ati. The vane angle presented has not
been corrected for motions of the airpkne. A comparison of these two
the histories indicates that the normal acceleration in the gust-
all.etiatedcase is considerably reduced - to the order of about.one-tldrd
to one-half the normal acceleration of the basic airplane. A comparison
of the pitching velocity shows that the values in the gust-alleviated case
are slightly increased, although in either case the values are relatively
small. It should be emphasized, however, that the gust-alleviation con-
figuration for which these data were obtained represents the initial
attempt at selecting the proper gear ratios between the various surfaces
and that further tests with the other configurations available may result
in improved alleviation of both the pitching velocity and norml
acceleration.

In order to obtain a more quantitative evaluation of the gust-
alleviation system, the power spectra of the normal acceleration and vane
angle were obtained from records shilar to those shown in time-history
form ● The records from which the power spectra were obtained were of
about 2 minutes duration. The power Ppectral density of the vane amgle
and normal acceleration for both the basic airphe and the gust-
alleviated airplane are presented in figure 5. The power spectrum of
the vane angle for the basic airplane has been corrected for motions of
the airplane. The effect of airplane motions on the qsured vane angle
was corrected by the method presented in equation (10) of reference 4.
The correction was made by utilizing the formula

owhere PSD ~ is the power spectral density of the measured vane
o

..
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. angle, ‘~(%) i iS the power spectral density of the corrected vane

[1%angle, and — is the amplitude ratio of vane-angle response to

%
gust angle of attack for the vane+irplsne combination. The smplitude

ratio [1~waaobtained tiom the transfer function for the vane-airpkne

‘g
conibinationcalculated for the test airplane by using both measured and
estimated stability derivatives. The dynamics of the vme were neglected
in these computations because of the relatively high natural frequency
of the vane, apprcmdmately 40 cycles per second. The spectrum of vane
angle for the gust-alleviated case has not been corrected for motions of
the airplane because the transfer function of the gust-alleviated air-
plane has not as yet been accurately determined. It should be noted,
however, that the vertical motions of the airplane in this case were
smaller and that the correction for airplane motions would not be expected
to alter the spectrum shape by any appreciable amount, except possibly at
She lowest frequencies. In describing the data presented, the vane angle
has been considered as the actual gust angle of attack.

The intensity level of the turbulence data presented in figure 5
is sanewhat low with a rootaean-square value of about 0.2Q of the vsxE
angle for the frequency range frum O.2 to 2 cycles per second. However,
data obtained b later flights through considerably higher turbulence
levels with a rootzan-sq.uare value of about 0.45° of the vane angle for
the ssme frequency range using the same gear ratios between the various
controls indicate the same trends as those”presented h figure 5.

A comparison of the spectra of the basic and gust-alleviated cases
gives an indication of the amount of alleviation obtained. The actual
smount of alleviation, however, is obtained by dividing the spectrum of
normal acceleration by the spectrum of the vane angle. The square root
of these values gives the amplitude ratio of the normal-acceleration
response to variations in vane angle. (See ref. 4.) The amplitude ratio
thus obtained is presented in fi@re 6. The data show that the normal.
acceleration response of the gust+dletiat ed airpb.ne has been reduced
about ‘jOpercent in the range of the natural frequency of the airplane,
which is about 0.6 cycle per second, and about k-opercent at a frequency
of 2 cycles per second. It appears that the gust-alleviation system with
the present configuration is fairly successful in reducing the normsl
acceleration of the airpkne in response to gusts in the frequency range
for which the system was designed. However, the results presented should
not as yet be considered the optimm that can be obtained with this system.

The response of the airplane to a pull-up and hold maneuver for both
the basic and gust-alleviated case is presented in figure 7. The the
history for the basic airplane shows the normal response of the airplane
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to elevator motion. The elevator deflection
to a new amgle of attack in order to produce
change. With the gust~eviation syst~ in

NACATN 36I2

b

causes the airplane to pitch
the desired acceleration
operation, the flaps are 0-

deflected down at almost the same time that the elevator is deflected,
the lag in flap deflection is a result of the lag in the servomechanism.
In response to the flap deflection, the normal acceleration builds up at
a faster rate than for the basic airplane. As the angle of attack
increases because of elevator deflection, the flqs return to neutral and
the airpb,ne remains at the new singleof attack called for by the elevator.
This maneuver illustrates the ability of the gust-alleviation system to
control the airplsme properly, and the pilotts opinion of this type of
control motion has been favorable. As a result of this type of test and
a considerable amount of general flying with the gust-alleviation system
in operation in both smooth and turbulent ati, it is felt that this type
of control may result in improved hsnd~g qualities of the airplane.

CONXJ.IDINGKEMARIW

A flight investigation of a vane-controlled gust-alleviation system,
whose fundamentals of design were based on a previous theoretical analysis,
has been initiated and prel~ results have been obtained. The flight ,.
tests so far have been conducted with only one of many configurations
which are available with the test airplane.

,)

The gust-alleviation system is at least capable of reducing the
normal accelerations due to gusts by 50 percent at a frequency of
0.6 cycle per second, the natural frequency of the airplane, and by
@ percent at a frequency of 2 cycles per second. The controllability
of the airplane with the gust-alleviation system in operation is adequate;
and it is felt that this type of control may result in improved handling
qualities of the airplane.

The results presented should not as yet be considered as the optimum
that canbe obtained with this system.

Langley Aeronautical Laboratory,
National Advisory Comnittee for Aeronautics,

Langley Field, Vs., October 7, 1955.
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‘I!AELEI.- ~DlllEWSIONS OF THE TEW!AIRHXNE

[Control-surface
rearward

4Weight, lb . . . ...’... .
Wingarea, si ft.......

sreas presented sxe sxeas
of the hinge lin~

. . ...*. ● . . ...* . . . .

. . . . . . .. *.*. . . . . . .
Wing~-aer&&namicchor d,ft . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Total main-flap srea, sq ft. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..:
Total auxiliary-fbp area, sq ft . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
l?ailsxea,s gf t..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Main-elevator area, sq ft. . . . . . . . . . . . . ..O . . . .
Total auxiliary-elevatorarea, si ft . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Taillength, ft . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Distsnce from angle-of-attackvane to center of gravity, ft . . .
Measured radius of gyration about Y-axis, ft . . . . . . . . . .
Center-of-gravityposition, percent of wing
Meanaercxiynamicchoral.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

9,400
349

8.05
35.4

$:;
u.8
10.7
2z.5
lfj.1
6.53

26

TA13LE11. - GEAR RA!MosEEIWEEN VARIOUS CONTROLS
.

[Thepilot’s control column is 32 inches 10W]

Gear ratio between -

Main flaps and angle-of-attackvsme . . . . . . . . . . . . . -5.2:1
Auxiliary elevators andmati flaps . . . . . . . . . . . . . -0.45:1
Auxiliary flspsand main flaps . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Main flaps andpilot’s control colmn . . . . . . . . . . . . 5.:;:
Main elevator and pilot’s control colwn . . . . . . . . . . 1.35:1

—
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Figure l.- Two-view drawing of the test a&plane. All dimensions are in
inches.
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(a) Nose boom and angle-of-attack-vane installation.
L-88859

Figure 2.- EbOtographs of the test airplane.
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(b) Three-qmrkr rear view of airplane showing the various control surfaces.

Gust-alleviation controls are in neutral position.
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Figure 2.- (lonttiu~,
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(c) (hst~evie.tlon flap control in the deflected position. Nate that

flap ad aileron move as one control and that inboard flap Is fixed
!3

in neutral position. ~

Figure 2.- concluded..
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Figure 3.- Schematic diagram of the gust-alleviation control ayatem.
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Figure 5.- Power spectral density of the vane angle and normal acceler-
ation in flight through turbulent air.
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Figure 6.- Amplitude ratio of normal acceleration to vane angle for test
airplane in flight through turbulent air. A comparison is shown of
the basic airplane with the gust-alleviated airplane.
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. Figure 7.- Time histories of airplane response to a pull-up and hold maneuver
for the basic airplane and the gust-alleviated airplane.
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